
 

 

 
 
 

Job Title: Electrical Foreman 

Department: Maintenance Local: 1851 
Reports To: Manager of Mechanical Systems 

Updated: February 2016  FTC03 
 
  

SUMMARY: 

 
Reports to the Manager of Mechanical Systems, and supervises the daily activities of the 
District Electrical staff.  

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:  

 
- Supervises electrical staff, including planning, organizing, assigning, scheduling and 

coordinating work. 

- Inputting of daily time sheets for each electrical employee into the Work Order system, 

including cross-referencing time entries with work order numbers, and preparation of 

weekly hours-worked reports for submission to payroll. 

- Maintaining knowledge of current products and technological developments and 

implement where appropriate 

- Obtains annual Operating Electrical Permit and any electrical project permits, as 

required. 

- Performs the annual FSR duties and inspections with a Provincial Safety Authority 

Officer at each school, as part of the annual Operating Permit requirement. 

- Installs, maintains and repairs various electrical systems and equipment. 

 
- Prepares cost estimates for labour and materials as required. 

- Liaises with other foremen, lead hands and Project Coordinator during the progress of 

Trades projects. 

- Assists with preparations of specifications and scope of work for contract tenders. 

- Ensures that safe work habits are practiced. 
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- Establishes collaborative working relationships between individual employees and other 

staff. 

- Liaises with the Manager and provides regular updates and status reports as required 

 Operates tools and equipment of the trade. 

 Respond to emergency situations as requested. 

 Inspects (daily) and operates a service vehicle. 

 Performs other assigned comparable duties which are within the scope of knowledge, 
skills and abilities required by this class specification. 

 

 

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE: 
 

- Completion of Grade 12.  

- Apprenticeship and/or Trades Qualification Certificate (Electrical).  

- Possession of a Class B Field Safety Representative (FSR) Qualification 

- Ten years’ Trade experience 

- Performs and/or directs fire alarm verification and repairs as necessary, including the 

installation of upgraded fire alarm systems 

- Working knowledge and qualification for operation of lift equipment 

- B.C. Driver's Licence 

- Ability to read and interpret blueprints and work sketches 

- Ability to communicate effectively using tact, discretion and diplomacy in contacts of a 

difficult or specialized nature 

- Ability to interpret, analyze and use judgment in the application, modification and 

development of methods and procedures 

- Thorough and current knowledge of the standards, practices, regulations, methods, 

tools and equipment of the trade  

- Working knowledge of computers 

- Physical ability to perform required duties 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


